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Human development across the life cycle
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intellectual health

Physical, social, emotional and intellectual health

The importance of
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on development
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The importance of active participation on
development and well-being
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and well-being for a range of
conditions and circumstances
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Health and social
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Public health and
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Health and social care, and childcare
provision in Wales to promote and
support health and well-being
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Factors affecting
health and wellbeing across the life
cycle

Factors affecting health and well-being
across the life cycle

Exam

Your exam will be based on all Unit 1 work:
Human growth, development and well-being
This exam is 40% (80 marks) of your overall
grade and a written paper
This will be sat in Yr10
An assessment compromising of a range of
question types to assess specification content
related to human grown and development
and well-being.

Coursework

Your coursework will take place in Yr11 and
based on promoting and maintaining health
and well-being
Your coursework is 60% of your overall
grade. You will have 2 pieces of coursework
to complete.
Task 1: Service provision 40% (10 hours)
Task 2: Health promotion 60% (15 hours)

Staff

Miss
Rees-Morgan

Careers

“This subject has helped me to
understand how people develop
physically, intellectually, emotionally
and socially. I have enjoyed learning
about different diseases and how
these may affect development. I
enjoyed the coursework part of the
course, particularly the health
promotion campaign.”
“I took health and social
care because I thought it
would benefit me in my
future career. I really enjoy
this course and I
particularly enjoyed
learning about PIES and life
stages as it was interesting
to gain knowledge on
developmental norms”
“Taking health and social care and childcare has
given me the opportunity to learn about the
industry and open my eyes to how people develop
over 5 of the life stages studied.”
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views

“I decided to choose
health and social care as I
really enjoy learning about
a variety of aspects to do
with your life, health and
well-being. It will also help
me with what I want to
do in the future.”
“I have learned
about many things
to do with health
and social care and
childcare. One of
these is how we
relate to others- I
believe this is an
important feature in
every day to day life.
This is a very
enjoyable subject and
is definitely a subject
that will help me
with future
opportunities.”

Video

Click the video if you
would like to see your
next steps in educationNeath College have put
together a short video
talking about their
fantastic Health and
Social Care and
Childcare course they
have to offer.

